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By Kim See Ch ng

Scarecrow Press, United States, 2003. Hardback. Condition: New. New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. The Bibliography of Southeast Asia is a selection of representative English language
publications on the social sciences spanning a decade of one of the most interesting times in the
region, the last of the second millennium, 1990-2000. The selection attempts to capture the
documentation of the breathtaking pace of relatively peaceful regional development. It saw
unprecedented high and double-digit growth underpinned and accelerated by information
technology and the Internet reinforcing the globalization process. A burgeoning middle class
heightened consumerism. Continued efforts at regionalization saw the expansion of ASEAN
(Association of Southeast Asian Nations), embracing all ten countries. This was juxtaposed by
widening income gaps, spread of deepening poverty, increased legal and illegal labour migration
(as well as people trafficking) within the region as well as intra-migration from rural to urban
centres. Health services were stretched thin in some countries on account of the spread of AIDS,
drug addiction and trafficking were on the rise, so was crime; media control was tightened as
governments became more paranoid, and opposition politics were stifled as governments became
more authoritarian, more focused and single-minded on economic development. As a...
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This publication might be well worth a study, and much better than other. It is among the most awesome book i have got study. You may like the way the
article writer publish this publication.
-- Dr . Pa ig e B a r tell-- Dr . Pa ig e B a r tell

I just started out reading this pdf. It is full of wisdom and knowledge You are going to like just how the blogger publish this publication.
-- Lily Gor cz a ny-- Lily Gor cz a ny
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